WEEK LONG TRADING EXPERIENCE
18 to 22 May 2015
LEARN FOCUS TRADE
SPEND A WEEK AWAY FROM ANY DISTRACTIONS ALLOWING YOU TO
TRADE AND LEARN FROM EARLY MORNING TILL LATE AT NIGHT
Are you a novice with the dream of trading for a living, supplementing your income?
or
A seasoned trader who needs to refine his/her skills, discipline and trading psychology?
Break away from all distractions and
trade for five uninterrupted days!
Traders with over 30 years combined trading
experience will be there to guide, coach, teach
and support you while we execute live intraday
trades on various markets according to tried and
tested strategies and stringent money
management rules using live accounts. You will
make up your own mind as to whether you will
execute trades with us using your own trading
account.
While you are trading you will also learn,
amongst other things:
 Trading strategies for various markets using
various time frames.
 Money management principles.
 Trading psychology.
 Advanced technical tools.
 How to minimise risk.
Each day’s events are designed to give you ample
time to learn, trade and relax. A detailed
schedule will be sent to you on request but
basically a typical day is designed to get you
trading as often and as profitably as possible.

This trading week is for you!

Following an early coffee/tea there will be time
to setup your trading plan for the day before
the trading commences. This will include:
Daily Preparation Session
 Updating the relative strength matrix on
currency pairs so we start the day knowing
which currencies are the strongest and which
are the weakest. This builds our daily
foundation and already moves the odds in
our favour for the day.
 Determine the market trends and price
targets in various time frames for
international indexes and commodities.
 Determine the times for the fundamental
news of the day and discuss the potential
impact on various markets.

 Decide on position sizing and risk
management.
 Determine entry levels for triggers to trade.
 Determine retest levels in order to anticipate
levels of support and resistance.
 Identify and discuss some of the best traders
in the world and link your personal trading
account to them so that when they trade you
trade automatically.

“The secret to being successful from
a trading perspective is to have an
indefatigable and an undying and
unquenchable thirst for information
and knowledge.” Paul Tudor Jones
Venue and Costs
This week long trading experience will be held
at the Travellers Nest, 262 Buffalo Road,
Hennopspark, Centurion. We will begin at
06:00am on the morning of 18 May 2015 and
look forward to a great week of learning,
successful trading and sharing knowledge.
Accommodation is available at the venue for
those who are traveling from far. Trading will
be held in the conference facility at Travellers
Nest and we have been assured of adequate
internet supply.

Daily Trading Sessions
There are three trading sessions per day, each
lasting about two hours depending on market
volatility. You will watch us execute trades
according to the strategies and you will have the
choice to follow or not using your own trading
account.
The trading sessions will be followed by some
free time but you will have the opportunity to
attend workshops designed around learning the
strategies traded and other core aspects of
trading, such as trading psychology, risk
management and trading discipline.

The fee for the entire week, including lunch,
will be R 14 950 for five days. For trading
couples sharing, a fee of R28 000 is payable.
Terms are strictly payment in advance, as
bookings, internet, etc have to be confirmed
with the venue.

Our aim is that the trading profits
generated during the week will
assist in recouping the cost of the
training and trading. It’s a winwin!

To RSVP for this once in a lifetime opportunity or for more
information, send an email to warren@thetradersplace.co.za
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Trading Week Experience Enrolment
Title: ___________ Full names: _________________________________________________________
ID Number: _________________________Email address: ____________________________________
Tel (w) _______________________________

No
1
2

Cell: ________________________________________

Payment Option
Tick
Full payment of R 14 950 immediately.
A deposit of R 5 000 is required to reserve your seat
immediately. The balance of R 9 950 must be deposited by
27 April 2015.

Bank
Standard Bank
The Traders Place
Acct: 271097922
Branch: 00051001

I hereby accept that this enrolment is a contract between myself and The Traders Place. I understand
that the payment is not refundable or transferable. I need to notify The Traders Place at least five days
prior to the Trading Week starting should I not be able to attend.
I will be trading with my personal live account and acknowledge that all my trading will be at my own
risk and that the Traders Place will not be liable for any losses that I incur as part of my trading.

Signature: ______________________

Date _______________________

Disclaimer Notice
Accounts are opened with a FSB regulated company. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. The linking of trading accounts is done at your own personal
discretion. Recommended position sizes are in line with our money management strategy. Exceeding the recommended position sizing can result in large drawdowns or losses.
Selected position sizing is done at your own personal discretion. The information contained in this communication, including attachments, is not to be construed as advice in terms of
the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002 unless specifically referred to as "Advice". This e-mail and any accompanying attachments may contain confidential and
proprietary information. This information is private and protected by law and, accordingly, if you are not the intended recipient, you are requested to delete this entire communication
immediately and are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying or distribution of or taking any action based on this information is prohibited.

